6 and under BOARD

NAME: ______________________________

Eye Spy on a Walk or Hike!

PHONE: _______________________________

Blow Bubbles! Pop them
with your finger!

Play Mini Golf!

Flashlight Tag

Out and About Alphabet

Blow up balloon, draw letters
or pictures with a permanent
marker and take turns calling
out what you see while hitting
it back and forth.

Play a game of “I
SPY” on a walk with
our family

Obstacle Course
Visit a park and
see how many
activities you
can do!

Play with a Ball
Tennis or badminton
anyone? What about
golf, football, or
baseball?

Build It
Play with Legos,
blocks or even
things like toilet
paper rolls and
cereal boxes.

Each person takes a
flashlight and take turns
shining the light on
objects up on our wall.

Follow the Leader
Pick a new place near
your home that is close
enough to walk to or
ride a bike.

Do a Puzzle
Choose your favorite
puzzle. Maybe
someone else can do
one with you!

Balloon Volleyball

Take a walk through
your neighborhood
and see how many
letters of the alphabet
you can find.

Play a Card Game
“Spot It” is our
favorite! Other options
include “Memory,” “Go
Fish,” or just sorting
cards by shape, color or
number.

Hide and Seek

Look and Find
Print off a word
search puzzle from
the internet (or
make your own) and
see how fast you can
find the words.

Sort It
Help a parent match
socks or organize a
pantry with like
objects together.

Park Paint

Grab a partner
and take turns
hiding. Give
clues to make it
more fun!

.
Cross off each item as you do it. Once you are finished getting 4 in a row (across, down or diagonally) have your parent sign off and turn it in to our office for a prize.
If you do all of them (blackout) you get entered to win a gift card!

Grab some
paints, paper,
and brushes
then head
outside. Paint
what see!

